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Author Correction:Machine Learning in the Parkinson’s disease
smartwatch (PADS) dataset

Check for updates

Julian Varghese , Alexander Brenner , Michael Fujarski, Catharina Marie van Alen, Lucas Plagwitz &
Tobias Warnecke

Correction to: npj Parkinson’s Disease https://doi.org/10.1038/s41531-023-00625-7, published online 05 January 2024

In this article the wrong figure appeared as Fig. 3; the figure should have appeared as shown below.

In the Results subsection ‘Feature importance analysis’ (p5) the following sentence was incorrectly given: “The “Sexual
function” questions rank highest in the classification task PD vs. HC, while this feature group did not appear in the top ten for PD
vs.DD.This indicates that the feature group is useful in distinguishing healthy samples frompathological ones, butmay not be PD
specific.”This should have been: “The “Sleep/fatigue” questions rank highest in the classification task PDvs.HC,while this feature
group hasmarginal influence for PD vs. DD. This indicates that the feature group is useful in distinguishing healthy samples from
pathological ones, but may not be PD specific.”

The pdf and the original article have been corrected.

Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which permits use,
sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in anymedium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original
author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence, and indicate if changes were made. The images or
other third party material in this article are included in the article’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a
credit line to the material. If material is not included in the article’s Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not
permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright
holder. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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